
    SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 
 

Safety.387/Fly Leaf/04/2017 
Fly Leaf No. 04/2017 

Attention ...... ALL CONCERNED  
I. During GM’s annual inspection of BZA Division between TEL – KCC section on 17th 

February 2017, following irregular working was noticed; 
a. Brief of the incident: On 15.12.2016, Engineering Block was given between TEL 

– DIG stations for working of Duomatic Machine from 08.00 hours to 09.00 
hours as permitted by SCOR vide TN 15/9 and the machine was issued with 
T.465 train passing document. However, the block was permitted keeping the 
DN BOXN Goods between DN IBS and DIG station. Though Dy.SS/Cabin/TEL and 
Dy.SS/PF /TEL informed the SCOR about the presence of Goods train in IB 
Section, the SCOR still forced the SMs to dispatch the Duomatic machine into 
the obstructed / occupied block section which is in violation of rules. 
Dy.SS/Cabin/TEL also issued a Caution Order stating that “Observe necessary 
caution since DN BOXN Goods is waiting at Home Signal of DIG”. In-charge / 
Operator of the Duomatic Machine also failed to ensure the procedures and 
entered into the section.  

b. Remarks & Reasons for Findings: 
SCOR/TSR Board/BZA 

(i) SCOR stated that In-charge Chief Controller forced him to give a 
Duomatic Machine block at KM 402/8-403/8 on DN between TEL-DIG 
for 60 Minutes from 8:00 AM to 9:00 AM on obstructed block section. 

(ii) He stated that he can permit a Machine block in Axle Counter section 
when IB Section is in occupied condition. 

(iii) He stated that he permitted a block without knowing the exact location 
KM and himself felt that this KM comes before of IBS i.e., in Axle 
Counter section. 

Dy.SS/PF/TEL: Because SCOR forced vide TN 15/9, he permitted & instructed to 
CASM/TEL to hand over T/465 authority. 
Cabin SM/TEL: Because Dy.SS/PF instructed him and on assurance of SCOR 
after discussion, he prepared & handed over T/465 authority without obtaining 
PN from SM/DIG in confusion mode and also forgotten to mention signal 
numbers of LSS and IBS to pass at ON in T/465 authority on to obstructed 
block section.  
SM/DIG: He did not grant PN to Duomatic Machine block when CASM/TEL 
approached him for exchanging PN because it comes under violation G& SR 
rules. 

JE/P.Way/TSR 



(i) He stated that before availing of the block, block section should be free 
of obstruction  

(ii) He is aware of the condition of the block section occupied by DN BOXN 
waiting at Home Signal. 

(iii) He stated that in urgency mode, he failed to ensure availability of LSS & 
IB Signal numbers to pass at ON in T/465 authority. 

Duomatic Operator (SSE/TM/BZA) 
(i) He stated that he failed to ensure availability of LSS & IB Signal 

numbers to pass at ON in T/465 authority. 
(ii) He is well aware of the condition of the block section which is occupied 

by DN BOXN Goods. However, he started his machine with intention of 
proper utilization of given block without cross questioning the SM/TEL.   

Conclusion 
From the above it is concluded that the incident occurred due to (1) wrong 
interpretation of G & SR rules by SCOR/BZA and insisted Dy.SS-PF & SM/TEL 
under TC No. 15/9 to send the machine into the obstructed block section. He 
has violated G&SR & DM-105.11(2) SSE/TM also violated the G&SR & DM (3) 
CASM/TEL has violated G & SR rule (4) JE/TSR has violated G & SR rules.  
RESPONSIBILITY 
Primary responsibility: SCOR  & Duomatic Operator  
Secondary responsibility: Dy.SS/PF/TEL, CASM/TEL& JE/TSR 
Suggestions & Recommendations 
1. No line block is permitted when block section is obstructed. 
2. Proper authority to proceed is given / ensured before start of train / 

machine   
3. Under any circumstances, rules should not be violated. 
4. Conduct the RC for enhancing the knowledge of Controller and SM. 

 

II. On 10th March 2017, between BPQ – MAGH stations of SC Division, DN IBS 
assumed ‘OFF’ position keeping a train in the IB Section without the intervention / 
operation of the signal knob / button by Dy.SS/RRI/BPQ. 
Brief of the Incident: 
On 10th March 2017, DN WFD Goods left BPQ at 19.10 hours and passed DN IBS at 
19.23 hours and reached MAGH at 19.35 hours. In the mean while, DN 22684 LKO 
– YPR Express left BPQ at 19.25 hours and DN IBS at 19.34 hours in ‘OFF’ position 
before the IB Section is cleared by Dy.SS/MAGH. Dy.SS/RRI/BPQ did not operate the 
DN IBS for Express train but the signal assumed ‘OFF’ position without his 
knowledge. 
Reasons for Findings: 
1. SSE/Signals/MAGH stated that for executing the work of cable shifting, he took a 

block from 14.00 hours to 15.00 hours but cleared the block at 15.40 hours 
(block burst by 40 minutes) and the reconnection was given actually at 16.25 



hours. Due to inadequate time, he has tested the cable conductors and checked 
the UP IB circuits but could not ensure complete intactness of DN IB circuit since 
he was at the site. As a result of this, mismatch of conductor Nos. 24 & 25 in 30 
core cable, the DN IBS assumed ‘OFF’ position without the intervention of 
Dy.SS/RRI/BPQ.  

2. ESM/MAGH stated that he tested the DN IBS with line clear and not without line 
clear and he also stated that he failed to conduct negative test because DN LSS of 
BPQ was in failed condition (this signal belong to Central Railway). 

3. Dy.SS/RRI (Panel Operator)/BPQ. TI/BPQ and other CASM/RRI/BPQ stated that 
whenever LSS fails, it is the responsibility of the SMs to inform the adjacent 
station SM about the failure but exchanging of PNs is not mentioned in their rule 
books. They also stated that making red ink entries about the failures is not a 
practice in their system. However, they stated that SM has to ensure that a signal 
which is taken ‘off’ for a train goes to ‘on’ position immediately after passage of 
the train beyond that signal and this aspect was not seen by CASMs/BPQ due to 
work load. 

4. The JAG level Enquiry Committee of SC Railway who conducted enquiry into the 
incident held the cause of the incident as  “negligence of ESMs and lack of 
supervision by SSE/Signals”. 

Staff held responsible: 
Primary: SSE/Signals/MAGH for slack supervision and not guided the ESMs. Two 
ESMs of MAGH for reconnecting the gears of DN IBS without ensuring the integrity 
of signal.  
Secondary: NIL 
Blameworthy:  
1. Dy.SS/BPQ for not recording S&T failures in Central Railway Signal Failure 

Register and not communicating the S&T Staff concerned.  
2. Dy.SS/BPQ (Panel Operator) for accepting reconnection memo without ensuring 

the integrity of DN IBS, for not ensuring vital safety indications like slot 
indication from LC Gate 96 which releases IBS, he also failed to ensure that the 
signal taken ‘off’ for the train is replaced to ‘on’.  

3. TI/BPQ for not guiding properly the ASMs posted at BPQ on concept of LSS and 
not removing the discrepancies between SR and SWR on treating the single block 
section in case of LSS failure. 

Matters brought to light: 
1. The integrity of signals needs to be tested before issuing the reconnection notice 

by the S&T and before accepting the same by SMs. 
2. On 10th March 2017, at 16.50 hours (after reconnection notice received), DN 

LSS failed and Dy.SS/BPQ failed to inform the failure to Dy.SS/MAGH. IB 
Signalling was not suspended, messages not exchanged and 3 trains were 
despatched by Dy.SS/BPQ by issuing only T.369 (3b) and this is against the 
instructions under Para 12.1 of SWR/BPQ. 



3. TI/BPQ and other Dy.SMs of Central Railway who attended the enquiry are of the 
opinion that if the block instrument and IB Signal fails, then only entire block 
section will be treated as one block section. If LSS alone failed and Axle Counter 
upto IBS is functioning, the train can be advanced upto IBS by issuing T.369 (3b) 
as per their (Central Railway) SR 3.70 (2) (b). They claim that there is no 
procedure of issuing PLCT. 

4. SMs of BPQ and TI/BPQ are under the misconception that LSS may be the 
Advanced Starter signal if IBS is suspended and the IBS is the LSS when Advanced 
Starter Signal is functioning. But, as per GR 3.10 (3) “When a train leaving the 
station is guided by more than one Starter Signal, the outermost Starting Signal is 
the LSS of the station and is called Advanced Starter”.  

Suggestions & Recommendations: 
1. At BPQ, during the failure of LSS or Block Instrument or IBS, Dy.SS/BPQ is 

starting the trains by issuing T.369 (3b) and many times, the LPs have detained 
the trains for want of PLCT as per SCR rules. It is suggested that abnormal 
working books to be supplied to RRI/BPQ for using during abnormal working 
towards MAGH direction. This practice is in force between Southern Railway and 
GDR of BZA Division. 

2. Every cable conductor should be numbered while manufacturing and this may 
avoid such mistakes. Each wire, cable and terminals to be given some no. and 
drawing to be made available before commencing the work. 

3. There is a vast conflict in the rules of train operations framed at CR and SCR 
system for which staff are confused in their train operation duties. Hence, it is 
suggested that a Committee of Officers in Safety, S&T and Operating cadres from 
both the Railways should be nominated to form the uniform rules for better 
discharge of duties and ensuring maximum safety in train operations. 

4. S&T Staff of SCR are not posted at BPQ though there is a Relay Room of SCR at 
BPQ and circuit beyond DN Advanced Starter Signal of BPQ are maintained and 
failures, if any, are to be attended by SCR S&T Staff, hence provision of S&T Staff 
is required. 

 
 
 
 
 

CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER 
SAFETY ORGANISATION 

DIVISIONS SHALL SENSITISE THE OPERATING, LOCO, 

ENGINEERING AND S&T STAFF TO ADHERE TO THE RULES AS 

BROUGHT OUT IN G&SR, SWR OF THE STATIONS AND OTHER 

INSTRUCTIONS / JPOs ISSUED FROM TIME TO TIME AND NOT 

TO REPEAT / RESORT SUCH UNSAFE WORKING IN TRAIN 

OPERATIONS. 


